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CHAPTER 7

Building a Public Controversy

In the last chapter, we explored the interactions between the three epis-
temic communities of badger/bTB (animal health, disease ecology and 
badger protection), policymakers and politicians taking place ‘backstage’—
specialist interactions open to, but rarely scrutinised by, the wider public 
sphere.1 It demonstrated how the backstage manoeuvrings of experts, 
campaigning interests, policymakers and politicians have been constituted 
in relation to the ‘frontstage’ of debates taking place in the wider public 
sphere. For example, it was after the breakdown of working relationships 
with policymakers that the Independent Scientific Group (ISG) ensured 
that their Final Report received wider public attention by giving media 
interviews, and crafting a clear, quotable message: ‘culling cannot mean-
ingfully contribute to the future control of cattle TB in Britain’.2 As we 
saw through the first half of the book, such interactions between policy 
and public spheres have punctuated the history of badger/bTB. Examples 
would include Ruth Murray’s attempt to prosecute the Farming Minister 
using his own badger protection legislation; the controversy following the 
publication of the Zuckerman review in 1980; and the argument between 
the ISG and David King. At various points in time, the arguments and 
decisions made in the relatively restricted spaces of scientific and policy 
fora have been mutually shaped by both mass media coverage and that 
poorly understood and unpredictable creature, public opinion. This has 
changed in recent years: as Britain saw the return of badger culling, bad-
ger/bTB moved dramatically from the margins to the mainstream of 
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 politics. However, this appears to have been a temporary shift. Following 
a brief ‘storm’ of media interest peaking in 2013, coverage levels have 
dropped off and have been occluded by bigger political issues, most obvi-
ously the highly divisive debate over whether, when and how the UK will 
‘Brexit’—leave the EU.

This chapter will investigate the interactions of media, politicians, pres-
sure groups, journalists and audiences, who between them have made 
badger/bTB into a hotly contested issue which receives widespread media 
attention. In the process, it also addresses a wider question for the sociol-
ogy and history of science: what makes a knowledge controversy become 
a public knowledge controversy, and how do controversies affect policy-
making?3 In today’s professionalised sciences, disagreements and contro-
versies are mostly fought out by qualified academics in the relatively 
constrained fora of journal articles, conferences and personal correspon-
dence. While public controversies between and questioning of experts 
have become more common over the past fifty years, compared to every-
day routines of scientific communication, they are still unusual.4 When 
science does become controversial in public, it is often the implications of 
new scientific ideas or technologies which are contested, for example as 
seen in 1990s debates over genetically modified foods.5 Less commonly, 
scientists make and contest knowledge claims in the public sphere instead 
of or alongside their usual fora of academic journals. This makes scientific 
uncertainties, changing knowledge and questioning of established ideas 
publicly visible, with significant implications for policy. A good example 
would be public controversies over Bovine spongiform encephalopathy 
(BSE) in the UK during the late 1980s and early 1990s. At this time, policy 
decisions about BSE and food safety had to be made in the face of deep 
‘unknown unknowns’—when the properties and existence of the transmit-
ting agent, a molecule called a prion, were utterly unanticipated, and scien-
tific understandings of the disease had to be developed under intense public 
and political scrutiny.6 Public knowledge controversies therefore demon-
strate that scientific communication and ‘popularisation’ are not always 
one-way processes of communicating established science to wider publics; 
they are also multidirectional and can contribute to the process of building 
scientific knowledge. They tend to be driven by a combination of internal 
factors pushing them out of specialist fora (e.g. rapidly changing situations; 
communications blocks; disciplinary rivalries); and external factors pulling 
them into mass media (e.g. the power of a good story; direct risks to 
people; political implications).7 As seen in the BSE case, the uncertainties 
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and complexities of ‘science in the making’ exposed during public contro-
versies8 raise critical questions about how ‘experts’, politicians and policy-
makers can best work together to make sustainable policy decisions that 
can work in the long term.

This chapter will examine key contours of British press coverage of bad-
gers and bTB and how it has changed since the middle of the last century, 
as well as how badger/bTB has come to be framed in mass media. It will 
then return to the sequence of events recounted in Chap. 6 to explore 
how badger/bTB has been debated in the frontstage of British policy and 
mass media. We will explore how the long-standing public concerns of the 
British badger debate and of bTB have repeatedly been brought together 
and drawn apart over the past fifty years, as well as how in recent years the 
two have become tightly linked. There has been a series of key changes in 
badger protection campaigning, wider political debates and mass media 
working practices since 2010. I argue that these have all contributed to the 
mainstreaming, polarisation and politicisation of badger/bTB and its 
movement from the ‘backstage’ to the ‘frontstage’ of British animal health 
policy.9 Finally, we will explore how and why this has happened and specu-
late on the consequences for the underlying problems which have made 
badger/bTB into such a notorious policy failure.10

7.1  UK Newspaper Coverage: some Key INdICators

The digitisation of newspaper archives has made it easier than ever to use 
press coverage as a blunt indicator of where and when media pay attention 
to a given issue, providing insights into changes in the public profile of a 
topic over time. It has also made it possible to collect a large sample of 
national press coverage of badger/bTB, which has been analysed along-
side the archival material, policy documents and interviews used as sources 
throughout this research. To this end, three sets of keywords were used to 
search the digital archives of the Guardian/Observer, Independent, Times, 
Telegraph, Mail and Mirror (plus their Sunday editions) from 1950 to 
2000. They were also used to search the Nexis UK database of modern 
print media (narrowed to these titles) from 1995 to 2017. The first (‘bad-
ger’ AND ‘animal’) was designed to capture overall coverage of badgers 
while excluding the unrelated usage of ‘badger’ as a verb and as a name. 
The second (‘bovine tuberculosis’ OR ‘bovine TB’) was designed to find 
coverage of bTB itself; while the third (‘badger’ AND [‘TB’ OR ‘tubercu-
losis’]) found articles discussing badgers and bTB together. The articles 
brought up by these searches were downloaded and added to two  databases 
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(alongside interview transcripts, scans of archival sources and images), 
before and after the publication of the Krebs report in 1997. This search 
process also yielded quantitative data about how the British press has 
 covered the issue, which will briefly be presented here.11 This quantitative 
data offers some useful insights into how media coverage of badgers, bTB 
and the controversy about their connection has changed over the past 
half century.

The broad trends shown in Fig. 7.1 reflect and confirm the stories 
surrounding badgers and bTB over the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury. Early press coverage about bTB focused on the success of the 
Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food’s (MAFF) Area Eradication 
Scheme, and the 1960 announcement that the whole country had been 
‘attested’.13 Following this, bTB ceased to be of interest until 1975, 
when MAFF announced its new research and policy programme address-
ing the new problem of tuberculous badgers. From then on, most arti-
cles mentioning bTB also mentioned badgers, but not necessarily the 
other way around, as can be seen by the close correspondence between 
‘bovine TB’ and ‘badger + TB’. By contrast, ‘badger + animal’ brought 
up a broad range of material, including natural history columns,  
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articles about toys, holidays and the latest adaptation of Wind in the 
Willows, as well as news coverage relating to bTB. The growing popularity 
of badgers in the public sphere can be traced from a handful of nature 
columns in the 1950s, to around eighty articles a year by the 1990s. Peaks 
in this coverage can be linked to key events in wildlife politics: from the 
1955 Scott Henderson report, through the initiation of badger protection 
campaigns in 1964, to the passing of the Badgers Act in 1973.14 Between 
1975 and 1986, coverage of badgers and of bTB was linked together, as 
suggested by the shared spikes in coverage in 1975 (the start of state-led 
culling) and again in 1982 (when badger gassing ended).15 Through the 
rest of the 1980s and into the 1990s, bTB once again faded from media 
attention, but badgers received more coverage than ever before. Animal 
and environmental politics underwent a radical turn at this time, with 
protests targeted at road expansion, animal experimentation and fox hunt-
ing all hitting the headlines.16 While substantive policy change on these 
issues was limited, animal advocates made significant gains on the issue of 
badger protection, whereby the 1973 Badgers Act was strengthened in 
1992 and 1993.17 Campaigning leading up to and following this success 
recreated badgers as a media story in their own right, decoupled from bTB.

As we moved into the twenty-first century, while badgers continued 
to be covered more than bTB, the two stories started to align once 
again. Peaks in coverage can be linked to key events in the culling con-
troversy, such as the start of the Randomised Badger Culling Trial 
(RBCT) trial and the ISG/King controversy in 2007. As the Brown 
Labour government became weaker and General Election campaigning 
started, coverage of badger/bTB dropped away as news agendas turned 
towards mainstream political events. This pattern—of highly episodic 
coverage, linked to key policy or political events—has been present since 
the early 1970s in badger/bTB and is highly characteristic of environ-
mental news coverage in general.19 Since Labour lost power in 2010 and 
subsequent administrations have started returning to culling, the media 
debate has changed. As can be seen in Fig. 7.2, press coverage of bad-
ger/bTB started climbing as soon as the incoming Coalition announced 
its intention to return to culling in 2011, peaking in 2013 but then 
returning to mid-2000s levels by the end of 2017. In the process, media 
coverage of badgers and of bTB have become more closely linked than 
ever before. While of course we don’t know what will happen next, this 
post-2010 pattern seems different. Not only was the 2013 peak three 
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Fig. 7.2 UK national newspaper coverage about badgers and bTB, 1995–201718

times higher than ever before, it cannot be easily attributed to any single 
event—we will explore the implications of this shift in Sect. 7.4.

British national newspapers operate an overtly politically ‘partisan’ sys-
tem, whereby each title has a distinctive and widely understood political 
orientation, manifesting (for example) as endorsements of political parties 
during General Elections. As well as differing in their political orienta-
tions, newspapers can be further characterised as ‘broadsheet’,  ‘mid- market’ 
and ‘tabloid’ titles, and while the physical differences between newspapers 
have blurred, it is clear from their content and design that these distinc-
tions are still meaningful (see Table 7.1). These titles cater to significantly 
different demographics in their readership, particularly in terms of social 
class, income and political opinions (broadly congruent with those 
expressed in the newspaper they buy).20

Figure 7.3 shows the distribution and amount of coverage of badger/
bTB across the sampled titles, as well as how this has changed over the 
decades. We can see that, on the whole, badger/bTB has been covered 
more by right-wing titles than left-wing, reflecting these newspapers’ 
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Table 7.1 UK national newspapers by format and political orientation

‘Tabloid’ ‘Mid- market’ ‘Broadsheet’

‘Left’ Mirror
Morning Star

Guardian/Observer
Independent/‘i’

‘Centre’ / no clear 
orientation

Star 
Sunday People
Metro (freesheet)

Financial Times

‘Right’ Sun / Sun on Sunday / 
News of the World

Mail 
Express

Times 
Telegraph

 alliances with rural interests. It has been covered far more by broadsheets 
than tabloids, in a pattern consistent with much scientific and environ-
mental news.21 Of more significance is the increasing levels of coverage 
from the mid-market Mail and tabloid Mirror, particularly since 2010. 
This is consistent with overall increases in coverage, but also marks a shift 
in the visibility of badger/bTB to new audiences—and given the higher 
circulation of these titles, many more people than ever before.
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7.2  agrICUltUral malaIse or eNvIroNmeNtal rIsK? 
medIa FramINgs oF Badger/BtB

These bare figures can be fleshed out into a richer picture by looking at the 
content of newspaper stories about badger/bTB, and particularly at how 
the issue has been ‘framed’. Like historians of medicine, scholars of mass 
media use framing to analyse how and why particular issues come to the 
attention of journalists. Their focus tends to be more specific, document-
ing what gets included in a story and what doesn’t, as well as the other 
issues any given topic is linked to. Media framings are not independently 
created: instead they are a product of the interactions of advocates’ 
attempts to ‘set the agenda’; the judgements of journalists and their edi-
tors about what makes a ‘good story’; and the preferences of audiences, 
expressed through sales and increasingly via social media.22 Since the 
1990s, press coverage of badger/bTB can be characterised as framed in 
one of two ways: either bTB as an agricultural problem; or badger culling 
(one of several policies for controlling bTB) as an environmental risk. 
From the late nineteenth century up to the 1960s, bTB was primarily 
framed as a (human) public health problem: today risks to human health 
are only sporadically and strategically discussed. Even so, these framings of 
badger/bTB are broadly consistent with contemporary ‘social representa-
tions’ of infectious disease, also visible in discussions of diseases like HIV/
AIDS and influenza. Each has clearly identified ‘victims, villains and 
heroes’: although who (or what) gets to play each of these roles is different 
in each framing.23

Framing One: An Agricultural Malaise. The first way of writing media 
stories about badger/bTB should be familiar from the animal health cul-
tures of care explored in Chap. 3. The agricultural frame positions the 
disease as a resurgent problem severely affecting rural communities and 
the national economy. Farmers are portrayed as the primary victims (via 
the loss of their cattle), but also as key professional experts—curiously, 
they appear much more frequently and prominently than veterinarians. 
The seriousness of the bTB problem is emphasised by highlighting the 
zoonotic nature of the disease, and cases of bTB in other livestock (such 
as llamas), pets and particularly in humans receive a great deal of attention. 
Despite this, sick cows do not feature, primarily because Britain now rarely 
sees such cases. The collective slaughter of cattle testing positive for M. 
bovis is emphasised through large numbers: individual cows rarely appear, 
except (for example) during the 2007 conflict in Wales over the sacred bull 
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Shambo.24 In line with animal health, the primary symptom of bTB is 
depicted as its economic impact—upon government, industry and indi-
vidual farmers. The heroic stories of such farmers—struggling financially 
but also emotionally with bTB—provide personal depth to this reporting. 
They also place the disease into an ongoing narrative about the failures of 
animal health policy in Britain by connecting current problems to earlier 
disasters, including the 2001 outbreak of foot and mouth disease (FMD), 
and further back to BSE.25 This links bTB into broader discourses of ‘mar-
ginalised rurality’—the idea that rural perspectives are sidelined in British 
society—which have become increasingly politicised in recent years:

A beef and sheep producer with arable interests, [incoming NFU President] 
Ms Batters says farmers are the best custodians of the countryside. But she 
warns that they are coming under increasing fire from animal rights activists, 
environmentalists and militant vegans. With consumers more interested in 
where their food comes from, growers and livestock producers ‘cannot 
afford to be silent’, or this void will be ‘filled by others’, she adds.

Under attack: ‘We have seen it with veganism, the badger cull and crop 
protection. We have been an industry under attack, but reacting to the noise 
is the worst thing farmers can do’, she tells Farmers Weekly. ‘Actually, farm-
ers should be really proud of what we do and we need to get those messages 
across. It’s about being more positive, less reactive.’26

Farmers are recognised as having immediate ‘experiential expertise’, 
and their first-hand testimony is used in a similar way to that of patients in 
health reporting.27 Yet they are also portrayed as helpless victims, unable 
to do anything in the face of an unstoppable plague, while ‘urban elites’ 
are imagined as indifferent or hostile to the agricultural sector. While vet-
erinarians do feature as legitimate experts dealing with the problem, poli-
cymakers and government are deeply distrusted.28 When scientists appear 
they tend to be those supportive of culling, such as Sir David King, and 
the ‘sound science’ of such experts is also invoked. Finally, the history of 
the controversy features, in discussions of the ‘Thornbury experiment’ of 
the 1970s, or of earlier culling policies such as gassing.29 This demon-
strates the strategic role of memory in public controversies: while these 
past policies are recalled, the compelling reasons for their abandon-
ment are not.

A second victim of bTB, curiously only visible in the agricultural frame, 
is the sick and suffering badger. The effects of tuberculosis on badgers 
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themselves are discussed in some detail, and concerns may be expressed 
for their suffering. In this framing, killing sick or ‘dirty’ badgers can be 
understood as ‘taking care’—of sick wildlife, of livestock populations, and 
of agricultural communities and businesses.30 Again in line with animal 
health and farming cultures of care, the proper role of people in relation 
to animals and environments should be to restore a ‘natural balance’ and 
take on stewardship of the countryside. This natural balance is seen as cur-
rently disrupted by overly strict protective legislation, leading to badger 
populations growing ‘out of control’.31 More often, the diseased badger is 
not sympathetic but a ‘guilty victim’, to be feared, stigmatised and 
excluded just as we do with human disease victims who lack power.32 
Badgers were constructed as the chief agents or causes of the bTB epi-
demic, therefore positioning culling as the most obvious solution to the 
problem. Today’s agricultural framings of bTB have continued to high-
light other negative traits of badgers unrelated to the disease, such as vio-
lence, predation on other charismatic wildlife such as hedgehogs, disruptive 
digging and crop destruction. This is emphasised by the frequent reuse of 
stock images of badgers and cows together: a situation so rare in life that 
some biologists think that these photographs were staged.33 The Bad 
Badger, present in British culture for centuries, persists and has been trans-
formed by its connection with bTB into more of a villain than 
ever before.

Framing Two: An Environmental Risk. The second way of talking 
about badger/bTB in mass media eclipses and elides infectious disease 
almost entirely, focusing instead on the favoured ‘agricultural frame’ solu-
tion to bTB: culling wild badgers. This framing tends to downplay disease 
problems and risks, acknowledging the existence of bTB, but treating it as 
largely absent—by inference (like its human equivalent), a solved problem 
of the past.34 Sick cattle are never seen, badgers do not become ill and 
human health risks are not discussed. Up until the ISG’s findings were 
made public, the idea that badgers could carry tuberculosis at all was dis-
puted by many badger advocates.35 While the connection between cows, 
badgers and M. bovis is now generally acknowledged, the significance and 
direction of badger–cattle transmission (compared to cattle–cattle trans-
mission) and the extent to which badgers show clinical symptoms are still 
heavily contested. Instead, farming practices—including cattle trading, 
stress, poor hygiene and intensive breeding—are highlighted as the main 
causes of the resurgence of bTB. These causes are also rooted in accounts 
of the recent past: in this case the intensification of farming and its 
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 consequences, for livestock, wildlife and environments. The possibility of 
 avoiding culling in the first place through vaccination has been widely 
advocated as an alternative, implicitly drawing upon audiences’ familiarity 
with human medical care.36

Instead, the focus shifts to badger culling as an environmental risk. The 
consequences of culling for animals, ecosystems, public order and the 
popularity of politicians are highlighted. The political and economic risks 
of culling policies are emphasised, with widespread citation of high polic-
ing costs (due to protests) and cost–benefit analyses suggesting culling is 
not economically viable. Casting government in general or particular poli-
ticians as the villains, this framing assumes that ‘the public’ is strongly 
opposed to badger culling.37 As in the agricultural framing, experiential 
experts—in the form of animal rescue volunteers and activists—loom 
large, providing first-hand accounts of badger persecution, as well as 
heroic stories from the ‘front line’ of confrontations with those undertak-
ing the Conservatives’ new ‘trial culls’.38 Campaigners are attributed the 
role of experiential and moral experts, not only bearing witness, but also 
arguing that humans bear the responsibility for preventing and alleviating 
non-human suffering. Scientists and conservationists are prominently 
depicted as the professional experts who know most about badger/
bTB. When the Badger Trust opposed the RBCT trial in the 1990s, it 
drew heavily upon the scientific credentials of their then spokesperson, Dr 
Elaine King, and her PhD in badger ecology.39 More recently, the ecolo-
gists and scientists associated with the ISG—particularly Krebs, Bourne 
and Woodroffe—have been most prominent, as have famous ‘telenatural-
ists’ such as Chris Packham. While specific scientific issues are discussed 
(such as the perturbation effect, or the consequences of culling for rural 
ecosystems), science also features as a generalised source of authoritative 
knowledge. The trope of ‘sound science’ is fully mobilised by anti-cull 
campaigners; these tactics are also deployed by scientists themselves when 
criticising the current culling policy:40

The government’s chief vet, Christine Middlemiss, said the first cull areas, in 
Gloucestershire and Somerset, were starting to see drops in TB in cattle, and 
a full analysis of the data was under way. [ISG scientist Rosie] Woodroffe 
said: ‘Claims that the culls are reducing cattle TB is based on cherry-picking 
data from a report produced by government scientists. It states explicitly 
that “these data alone cannot demonstrate whether the badger control pol-
icy is effective in reducing bovine TB in cattle”.’ Middlemiss did not  mention 
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another cull area, Dorset, where TB rates appear to be rising. Dominic Dyer, 
the chief executive of the Badger Trust, said: ‘This is the largest destruction 
of a protected species in living memory. By the end of 2018, the govern-
ment will have spent over £50m of public funds killing over 67,000 badgers 
(since 2013), which could push the species to the verge of local extinction 
in areas of England where it has lived since the ice age. The badger cull is a 
cruel, costly and ineffective policy and its continuation is a national 
disgrace.’41

While disease victims are absent, the central victim—not of bTB but of 
human capriciousness—is instead the Good Badger, constructed as a char-
ismatic wildlife species and symbol of idealised British ‘nature’. Culling is 
the human intervention disturbing the ‘balance of nature’, which in this 
framing is best achieved by the withdrawal of humans altogether. Badgers 
are further described as a ‘scapegoat’ for the bTB problem, enabling farm-
ers, rural interests, policymakers or politicians to avoid addressing a prob-
lem implicitly caused by their own actions.42 The actual or potential 
suffering of wild badgers has provided a focus for highly emotive coverage, 
whether the culling method is free shooting or the more well-established 
cage-trapping technique.43 While gassing has been long abandoned, the 
rhetoric that badgers are victims of a human inflicted ‘holocaust’ persists 
(at times to the dismay of British Jews), emphasising the large numbers 
killed. Unsurprisingly, these deaths were linked with illegal practices of 
badger persecution and killing (thought by campaigners to be on the rise), 
the politics of fox hunting and representations of pro-cull actors as psy-
chologically unbalanced.44 In the agricultural framing, British wildlife 
politics is presented as an aspect of ‘urban–rural conflict’. By contrast, in 
environmental framings opposition to culling is presented as an aspect of 
a broader ethical outlook, part and parcel of a pro-environmental world-
view and identity. Visual images also reinforce the Good Badger—by using 
wildlife photography these framings immediately recall the long, affec-
tionate history of badgers’ appearances on natural history television in 
Britain.45 Cute and literally fluffy animals feature prominently (particularly 
cubs in animal rescue settings), alongside shocking images of dead and/or 
suffering badgers: both these tropes draw upon long-standing traditions 
of animal campaigning.46

Not only do these mutually exclusive framings talk about badger/bTB 
differently, but which media they appear in, and the cast of characters who 
are interviewed, cited and discussed are very different. The agricultural 
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frame appears most often in right-wing national, farming and South West 
local press and tends to be written by journalists specialising in agriculture, 
the countryside or by conservative columnists. Key institutional actors 
include Defra, the NFU, the Farmers’ Union of Wales and the National 
Beef Association. Given their centrality to animal health policy, veterinary 
associations rarely appear, but practising veterinarians do feature in this 
coverage. Farmers were the most frequently interviewed source: other 
individual sources include Conservative Party politicians, celebrities and 
various members of the British royal family. Stories using the environmen-
tal frame tend to appear in left-wing national newspapers and conservation 
magazines, and are mostly written by environmental and science journal-
ists, or left-wing commentators. Barring Defra, an entirely different set of 
institutional actors appear, the most prominent of which is the Badger 
Trust. Considering its small size and tiny budget compared to many 
NGOs, the Trust’s public prominence evidences a continuing tradition of 
highly skilled media relations. Other actors include the much larger 
RSPCA and more recently a coalition of animal welfare groups under the 
banner of ‘Team Badger’. Instead of farmers and vets, we see animal res-
cue volunteers, protesters on marches, and activists directly disrupting 
culling. Since founding his Save Me Trust, the rock star Brian May has 
become a key source, and a wave of other celebrities have appeared in the 
environmental frame. While most coverage has used one of these two 
framings, some articles have sought to take a more traditionally journalis-
tic, neutral stance, in which both were deployed, using the flip from one 
to the other as a narrative device. While publics’ knowledge and views of 
badger/bTB are less well studied, similar framings can be discerned in 
social media and other online fora focused on the topic.47

7.3  CoNstItUtINg aNd CoNtestINg Badgers, BtB 
aNd CUllINg

Throughout this book, I have used ‘badger/bTB’ as a shorthand for the 
central question under debate in this public knowledge controversy—Do 
wild badgers carry and pass bTB to domestic cattle, and if so, what should 
be done about it? As we have seen, over the past fifty years, it has taken a 
lot of work to bring the previously separated issues of badgers and bTB 
together into the single issue we see today. Research on environmental and 
public communication has shown how journalists, audiences,  campaigners, 
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politicians and experts of various sorts work together to  constitute an issue 
into something that is paid attention to in the public sphere. This involves 
making and contesting knowledge claims; writing (and convincing editors 
to publish) pieces in media; and taking on board (or ignoring) coverage 
about the topic at hand.48 In turn, media debates can set, shape, build and 
break political and policy agendas, perhaps increasingly so in an era where 
policy actors use coverage as a proxy for wider public opinion, and cam-
paigners put huge resources into gaining it.49 Dramatic events, claims, 
counter-claims and appealing stories attract coverage and draw audience 
attention not only to the topic but to the various actors’ framings of the 
issue—as demonstrated above. Others with differing views respond with 
their own counter-claims, which may or may not be persuasive. In the 
longer term, this is how political, social, scientific and environmental issues 
become constituted, reconstituted and dissolved in the ‘public arenas’ of 
mass media.50 Having explored the general characteristics of contempo-
rary UK media coverage of badger/bTB, the rest of this chapter will trace 
the public constitution and development of badger/bTB in the long term. 
It will return to the sequence of events recounted in Chap. 6; but will shift 
the focus to the ‘frontstage’ of policy debates as they have played out in 
mass media. As we will see, while the key events are the same, the details 
and dynamics of the debate have been very different: subtle rivalries and 
detailed interpretations of evidence are replaced by dramatically performed 
protests and emotive rhetorical flourishes.

As suggested by the data in Fig. 7.1, up until the 1990s, the distinct 
issues of badger protection and of bTB control came together and moved 
apart several times in the ‘frontstage’ of the debate.51 When it was consid-
ered at all, bTB provided a classic narrative of the triumph of modern 
(veterinary) public health programmes over disease—until it was con-
nected to badgers. By contrast, the public story of the badger was one of 
increasing visibility, initially through popular natural history across multi-
ple media forms, and then through the energetic media work of badger 
protection campaigners, drawing in a diverse coalition of actors, including 
amateur naturalists, professional field biologists, animal welfare campaign-
ers, the Women’s Institute (WI) and politicians across party lines. They 
successfully reframed the older British ‘badger debate’ in relation to public 
concerns over environmental damage and the politics of wildlife welfare. 
This meant that by the time the news of tuberculous badgers broke, it was 
reported in terms of concern for wildlife rather than cattle: the initial news 
triggers were the passing of protective legislation and Ruth Murray’s 
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attempt at prosecuting the Farming Minister.52 Coverage of bTB as animal 
health was largely confined to specialist contexts—agricultural correspon-
dents and local and farming press.53 From this point onwards, bTB was 
mostly reported in terms of badger protection, while badger protection 
continued to be covered in addition to bTB.

Given that media were foregrounding farmers’ illegal ‘gassing’ of bad-
gers, and that naturalists had already established themselves as accessible, 
articulate and authoritative experts on the matter, it was relatively easy for 
them to set the public agenda on bTB.54 MAFF tried to argue that their 
research was ‘aimed at settling once and for all the old argument over 
whether badgers infect cattle with bovine tuberculosis’, but this was rarely 
reported.55 Backstage, MAFF had managed to form a broad consensus 
that culling using Cymag (‘gassing’) was the most humane way of dealing 
with the problem. However, media responses to the new policy were very 
different, with naturalists directly challenging the causal links drawn 
between badgers, M. bovis and cattle, while illegal gassing by farmers was 
presented as continuous with illegitimate gassing by Ministry officials. 
Rhetorics of the ‘mass extermination’ of badgers by authorities would 
have been particularly resonant for the post-war generations making up 
public audiences of the time.56 This coverage—present in newspapers 
across the political spectrum—continued into the pre- and post- publication 
controversy around the Zuckerman review and MAFF’s abandonment of 
gassing in 1982. It was congruent with the broader convergence of the 
‘cultures of care’ of conservation, environmentalism and animal rights dis-
cussed in Chap. 5. Moving into the 1980s and 1990s, bTB receded as a 
public issue, while wildlife politics (including badger persecution and fox 
hunting) became even more prominent. Further badger protection cam-
paigning, including the adoption of media-friendly public spectacle (see 
Chap. 5, Fig. 5.4) was highly successful, culminating in the passing of the 
Badgers Act (1991), the Protection of Badgers Act (1992)—making it 
illegal to interfere with a sett without a government licence—and the fur-
ther scaling back of culling for bTB control.57

The adeptness of badger advocates at setting media agendas continued 
in the early coverage of the RBCT experiment, sometimes referred to as 
the ‘Krebs trial’. The National Federation of Badger Groups (NFBG, now 
Badger Trust) acquired a new media team: Dr Elaine King, a scientist who 
had trained at Woodchester Park, and PR specialist Trevor Lawson.58 
Together, they mobilised King’s own expertise to critique the new 
 government plans, arguing it was based on ‘weak science’: ‘The experiment 
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is fundamentally flawed. In some of the target areas farmers are already kill-
ing badgers illegally and this will affect the outcome … In other places 
landowners are denying access to land. And the traps cannot be guaranteed 
to catch all the badgers in an area.’59 Backstage, the RBCT had been sup-
ported by the RSPCA, National Trust, British Veterinary Association 
(BVA) and NFU because they were persuaded that ‘better evidence’ was 
needed.60 Frontstage, farmers were more equivocal: ‘Something has to be 
done. I don’t know if it’s badgers. You say thousands of badgers have been 
killed. Well, 31,000 cows have been killed as well. I just know this experi-
ment is the best thing we’ve been offered. I’m imploring it all to go for-
ward. It’s affecting us all.’61 Public debates were laying bare the growing 
differences between the epistemic communities of badger/bTB.  While 
farmers cared for their cattle and their livelihoods, badger protection advo-
cates were primarily concerned with the prospect of ‘their’ species being 
killed. Both found themselves at odds with policy-facing actors, whose cul-
tures of care operated at a broader scale, concerned with (for example) the 
economic welfare of agricultural industries, preservation of landscape or 
minimising animal suffering.

When the emerging RBCT data suggested that badger culling might 
make bTB worse, the response from ministers was to shut down part of 
the experiment, while policymakers distanced themselves from the 
ISG. While the news was made public, it did not receive much attention, 
and MAFF continued planning for re-implementing culling, briefing to 
the press that this would happen.62 When the ISG eventually went public 
with their conclusions about culling and perturbation in 2007, the 
response from the NFU was one of shock and surprise: ‘Sir John’s 
[Bourne] report is a counsel of despair. We are not prepared to accept it.’63 
Conservative commentators echoed these sentiments, describing the 
ISG’s work as a ‘bombshell’ and citing bTB as another issue in which an 
increasingly beleaguered countryside was ignored by the ‘metropolitan’ 
interests allegedly dominating the Labour government. This narrative, 
also fostered by the burgeoning Countryside Alliance, placed bTB along-
side the outlawing of hunting with hounds, animal health problems such 
as BSE and FMD, and environmental reforms of the EU’s Common 
Agricultural Policy.64 These responses of shock, surprise and rejection of 
the ISG’s research intensified when the following year Defra Secretary 
Hilary Benn reversed bTB policy, taking the scientists’ advice, and decided 
not to cull: ‘a move welcomed by environmentalists but condemned as a 
disaster by farmers’—widely interpreted as politically motivated.65 Even 
the Badger Trust appeared to be surprised by the ISG’s findings.66 Given 
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that MAFF specialists had been aware of ‘badger movement’ and ‘recolo-
nisation’ since the 1970s, that ecologists had been researching perturba-
tion and infectious disease since the mid-1990s, and that the ISG had 
been flagging the possibility for some years, the degree of surprise evi-
denced in media reporting suggests implies an widening gap between the 
‘backstage’ and ‘frontstage’ of the policy debate.

The Return of Culling: Public Polarisation of bTB. In recent years, 
media debates over badgers and bTB seem to have undergone a signifi-
cant—if possibly temporary—shift in visibility. During the pre-election 
year of 2009, levels of press coverage dipped as news agendas became 
occupied with mainstream politics. Since the incoming Coalition govern-
ment announced their intention to return to badger culling (a policy 
agenda which has been progressively implemented ever since), these cov-
erage patterns have changed. Rather than the long-standing pattern of 
episodic spikes, after 2010 press rose steeply to over 350 articles in 2013, 
before returning to similar levels to the mid-2000s. While the knowledge 
controversy over badger/bTB has always had a public aspect to it, over the 
past ten years it has become significantly more public. So what happened? 
Why did this relatively obscure, chronic and complex policy problem sud-
denly become so much more newsworthy? In other words, why did we see 
‘peak badger’ during 2013? Furthermore, what are the implications—for 
badger/bTB, for science-policy and for wider political debates—of wider 
media interest in the issue having faded almost as quickly as it appeared?

The post-2010 story of the return to badger culling has been one of 
progressive policy expansion, punctuated by deep uncertainties, persistent 
contestation of ‘the science’, many public protests and some spectacularly 
ridiculous news stories. While it was important to government that their 
policies were seen to be ‘science-led’ (albeit reliant on careful interpreta-
tions of the RBCT), we have seen increasingly strident criticisms of badger 
culling from scientists. These criticisms initially came from Lord Krebs and 
members of the ISG, but are now voiced across much wider scientific and 
policy networks. These public tensions were magnified when one of two 
expert panels appointed by Coalition ministers reached the conclusion 
that culling using ‘free shooting’ was neither humane nor effective, gov-
ernment ignored this advice, and members of the panel joined in scientific 
criticisms of government policy (see Sects. 6.3–6.4). As had happened 
after the Zuckerman report in 1980, the Krebs report in 1997 and the 
ISG report in 2007, once again an expert report had had the effect of 
opening up public debates, drawing media attention to the problem and 
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creating further controversy. While these tensions have become much 
more public, they are continuous with the post-ISG situation of the mid- 
2000s, itself the outcome of a history of rivalries between the epistemic 
communities clustered around animal health and disease ecology policy.

As with most public knowledge controversies, a combination of ‘push’ 
and ‘pull’ factors has been responsible for moving the topic further into 
the public sphere.67 Epistemic rivalries acted as a strong ‘push’ for scien-
tists connected with disease ecology to turn to public channels to make their 
case, particularly since 2007. In response, government animal health 
experts have changed their communications strategy, with the Chief 
Veterinary Officer (CVO) and Chief Scientific Adviser (CSA) taking on 
a new role:

… to provide information to those having to make decisions, including the 
public, and to ensure that the uncertainties around that information are 
made clear. When scientists start to stray into providing views about whether 
decisions based upon the evidence are right or wrong they risk being 
politicised.68

In contrast with the ISG’s broad ambitions to make recommendations 
that would directly establish bTB policy, this position neatly re- 
circumscribes the boundaries of science and politics, putting the responsi-
bility for decision-making firmly on the shoulders of politicians. However, 
this move may risk further politicising the problem.69

These ‘backstage’ drivers have been accompanied by a series of more 
visible ‘frontstage’ shifts, particularly relating to NGO campaigning, the 
alignment of the issue with partisan divides in British politics and media 
working practices. While badger protection groups have been active since 
the 1970s, it was not until 1996 that the NFBG registered as a charity, 
renaming itself Badger Trust in 2006.70 In 2014, the Trust acquired a new 
‘CEO’, professional lobbyist Dominic Dyer, already involved in badger/
bTB in his previous position with the animal advocacy group Care for the 
Wild.71 In line with wider trends in the NGO sector, the Trust has profes-
sionalised significantly since 2010, moving away from its roots in popular 
natural history and becoming more involved with fundraising and lobby-
ing activities.72 A wider range of conservation and animal campaign groups 
have become involved with the badger/bTB debate, including the Save 
Me Trust, a wildlife charity founded and funded by the rock star Brian 
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May. May has acted as the focus for a campaigning coalition known as 
Team Badger, which coordinates formal organisations with broader public 
activities, including protest marches and ‘Wounded Badger Patrols’ moni-
toring local culls.73 There has also been widespread illegal and semi-legal 
direct action conducted against the cull trials including protest camps, 
‘sabbing’ of traps and equipment, and targeting of individuals.74 Since 
2010 campaigners have also brought a series of court cases against the 
British and Welsh governments over culling policies: while these have been 
unsuccessful so far, they have enabled further public scrutiny of the scien-
tific basis used to support policy.75

Despite its long-term entanglement with British conservation, environ-
mental and animal politics, until quite recently badger/BTB has not been 
aligned clearly with the left–right partisan divides of British party politics. 
Early badger protection campaigners built broad alliances of support for 
legal changes and against culling which included both Conservative and 
Labour politicians. Similarly, while changes in bTB policy have been asso-
ciated with transitions in governments, they have been equally symptom-
atic of rivalries and shifts within political parties as between them. This 
changed in 2008, when Labour minister Hilary Benn ruled out a culling 
policy. While his decision seems to have been driven by an openness to 
advice from a broad range of scientists and a reaction against the previous 
Blair government’s pro-culling agenda, it was interpreted (by commenta-
tors on both left and right) in the context of increasingly politicised 
debates over agriculture, rurality, class and the environment. The 2010 
election campaign saw Conservatives adopt a manifesto pledge to return 
to badger culling, and since 2011, Labour in opposition has actively cam-
paigned against culling, working closely with NGO campaigners.76 Labour 
have now folded their opposition to badger culling into broader commit-
ments to strengthening animal welfare policy.77 Conservative internal poli-
tics around badger/bTB have been equally complicated. By 2010, liberal 
modernisers (led by David Cameron) had adopted a pro-environmental 
stance, symbolised by his election promise to deliver the ‘greenest govern-
ment ever’. However, this was resisted by more traditional factions in the 
party, who—allied with right-wing press commentators and landowning/
agricultural interests—took an increasingly partisan position on environ-
mental issues including climate change and regarded a return to badger 
culling as a key goal.78 During the Coalition government, both factions 
were needed to maintain party unity, making badger culling a relatively 
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easy way of doing this (alongside commitments to a referendum on mem-
bership of the EU). As such the 2012 replacement of Caroline Spelman (a 
moderniser) in the role of Defra Secretary by Owen Paterson (a tradition-
alist) was an early signal of the shifting balance of power. This was particu-
larly because Paterson was known to have long campaigned for badger 
culling, as well as being a climate- and Eurosceptic.79 While Paterson lost 
his job in 2014, the culling policy stayed and was further rolled out fol-
lowing the election of a Conservative government in 2015. In the ‘front-
stage’ of bTB policy, the controversy has now settled into a politically 
partisan, binary debate for and against badger culling, in line with wider 
trends towards the public polarisation of environmental issues in the 
USA and UK.80

Making News. Together, these changes created many more stories 
appealing to ‘news values’ (factors which journalists and editors believe 
will appeal to audiences).81 After so many years of scientific research, argu-
ments over interpretations of ‘the evidence’, briefing and counter-briefing, 
something was happening. Not only had politicians said culling was going 
to happen, but then it actually did, with two ‘pilot’ culls implemented in 
2013 and more rolled out year on year. The increase in anti-cull cam-
paigning activity and adoption of social media by all sides, carnivalesque 
protest marches (Fig. 7.4) and dramatic stories of intrepid animal activists 
and badger shooters chasing each other around the Gloucestershire coun-
tryside all drew journalistic attention, while the story was further sustained 
by a series of legal challenges. Controversy is itself a powerful news value, 
in which ‘every action triggers a countermove by an opponent, with a 
series of sub-conflicts that become news again’—once a controversy like 
this becomes active in the media, nearly every story will generate another 
one.82 Finally, the badger/bTB story was increasingly populated by celeb-
rities, whose actions and opinions are newsworthy in and of themselves. 
This was most obvious with Brian May, who wrote opinion pieces, 
attended protest marches and generally used his fame to bring the issue to 
public attention, up to and including his performance at the 2012 Olympic 
opening ceremony. He joined an increasingly long list of eminent but 
disgruntled scientists; ‘telenaturalists’ (including Bill Oddie, Chris 
Packham and David Attenborough); and other celebrities, all of whom 
drew print, broadcast and online media coverage far beyond the national 
press. This was not limited to anti-cull campaigning: celebrity chef Clarissa 
Dickson-Wright helpfully suggested that one solution to the badger 
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Fig. 7.4 Anti-cull demonstration, London, 1 June 2013. Credit: amer ghazzal/
Alamy Live News. Reproduced by permission of Alamy Stock Photos

 problem could be to return to older practices of eating the animals, creat-
ing further outrage-cum entertainment from the story.83

The regular movement of politicians in and out of the role of Defra 
Secretary was always covered, but Owen Paterson’s term of office  
(2012–2014) provided a particularly rich seam of material for journalists. 
Paterson was a colourful figure, outspoken on environmental and agricul-
tural politics, with entertaining biographical details: ‘[he] kept two 
orphaned badgers named Bessy and Baz as pets while growing up’.84 
Paterson oversaw a series of disasters at Defra, including a scandal in which 
horsemeat was found to be (illegitimately) present in UK food supplies, 
and disastrous flooding events.85 Notoriously, while being questioned 
about whether government was manipulating evidence relating to the 
pilot culls in 2013, Paterson stated, ‘No, that’s not right at all. The bad-
gers have moved the goalposts. You’re dealing with a wild animal! It’s a 
wild animal, subject to the vagaries of the weather, and diseases and 
breeding patterns.’86 From the perspective of someone familiar with bad-
ger/bTB (or wildlife in general) this statement makes sense, of a sort—
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Paterson seems to have been trying to express the deep unpredictability of 
working with wildlife, particularly badgers who, as we have seen, have 
repeatedly thwarted human ‘management’ by refusing to stay where they 
are put. However, this was lost on wider audiences, for whom the idea that 
badgers ‘move the goalposts’ (but politicians don’t) was inherently ridicu-
lous. The story hit social media with a bang, inspiring a series of satirical 
responses (including an online game: ‘Owen Paterson’s Badger Penalty 
Shootout’) and reviving an ‘#omnivoreshambles’ social media hashtag 
invented specifically for Paterson.87

This episode highlights how the sudden explosion of badger/bTB into 
mainstream media was not just a consequence of the topic generating 
more stories than before, but also of transformations in mass media indus-
tries, working practices and what counts as ‘news’ as we have moved into 
the twenty-first century. These changes include the appearance and mass 
uptake of social and Internet-based media; the convergence and move-
ment of ‘traditional’ formats (such as newspapers, television and radio) 
online; and an ongoing search for stable income models for commercial 
media.88 Communications scholars argue that these pressures have changed 
journalistic working practices, particularly in terms of the time and 
resources available to develop complex stories, and a tendency for cover-
age to become self-referential, more subject to ‘hype’, ‘storms’ and exter-
nal manipulation than ever before.89 As discussed in the previous chapter, 
the movement of communications online has made the ‘backstage’ of 
policy and academic science more open and visible to the wider public 
sphere, while social media has facilitated direct interactions between jour-
nalists, news values and audiences, albeit with the specific groups of people 
using these platforms.90 In turn, this appears to have changed the news 
values of British media, increasing the importance of factors such as ‘con-
flict’, ‘shareability’ (on social media) and ‘arresting audio-visuals’.91 
Badger/bTB created a stream of striking visual stories (including badger 
masks, costumes, logos and a proliferation of political cartoons), lots of 
conflict, outrage and a good dose of ridiculousness. These stories, com-
bined with a wider atmosphere of public polarisation around rural and 
environmental politics, made the issue perfect for a twenty-first-century 
media storm.92 However, like any storm, this one seemed to blow itself 
out nearly as quickly as it had arrived.
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7.4  a passINg storm?
In this chapter, we have explored the increasingly dramatic dynamics of 
the ‘frontstage’ of the badger/bTB controversy, over the period of the 
RBCT culling trial, as well as the return of badger culling since 2010. We 
explored some basic contours of UK national newspaper coverage of the 
issue, which demonstrated how badger advocates have repeatedly been 
adept at setting media agendas, before and after the news of tuberculous 
badgers became public. This data also suggests that badger protection and 
bTB have become tightly linked together, and that together they were the 
subject of extremely high levels of media coverage between 2012 and 
2014. Since the 1990s the issue has increasingly been framed in one of 
two mutually exclusive ways: bTB as an agricultural problem, or badger 
culling as an environmental risk. Within these framings, the centuries old 
British ‘badger debate’ continues, taking on new characteristics relating to 
infectious disease. As discussed in Chap. 1, these discourses are congruent 
not only with much older representations of the Good and Bad Badger, 
but with broader patterns in how people tend to talk and think about ani-
mals designated as ‘pests’.93 Since 2010 the public controversy seems to 
have changed, with badger/bTB increasingly present in mid-market and 
tabloid newspapers and an extraordinary rise in overall coverage levels, 
which peaked in 2013 and then receded once more. While experts and 
evidence have always played a central role in these debates, ‘science’ is now 
routinely invoked in a simplistic way to support arguments both for and 
against badger culling, while some scientists have started actively cam-
paigning, particularly against culling. While badger/bTB has always been 
political (with a small ‘p’) and fiercely contested by those involved, it was 
still a relatively obscure topic, covered intermittently. Since 2010 it has 
shifted to become a consistent topic of wider media interest. Until 2008, 
questions of badger persecution and/or what to do about bTB were top-
ics of division and debate within political parties, with policy change as 
often precipitated by internal power shifts as the passing of government 
from one party to another. However, since Hilary Benn’s decision to take 
the advice of the ISG and not cull, the issue has increasingly become polit-
ically partisan, with right-wing agendas lobbying for badger culling and 
left-wingers against. While the terms ‘politicisation’ and ‘polarisation’ 
might imply the sullying of a previously ‘pure’ scientific debate with a 
political mess, they can be better understood as the widening of differ-
ences between positions in the debate, the increasing identification of 
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those positions with those of political parties and increasing levels of hos-
tility expressed between opponents. The badger/bTB debate can perhaps 
be best understood as a British version of the highly polarised climate 
debates seen in the USA. As such, it forms part of wider trends toward the 
public polarisation and politicisation of environmental issues in the twenty- 
first century.94

But what happened next? The wave of media coverage of badger/bTB 
that crested in 2013 rapidly receded, returning to similar levels to those of 
the late 2000s. While it is likely that media attention will return to the 
topic in future—if, for example, a left-wing government enters power and 
turns bTB policy on its head yet again—this extraordinary peaking and 
fading still requires explanation. In part, the answer is obvious: it is the 
nature of media storms to abate, more so in today’s fast-moving online 
world, driven by momentary social media clicks and ‘likes’.95 There is also 
an underlying tendency for news coverage of environmental issues to focus 
upon dramatic events and move on to something else before the com-
plexities of the underlying problems can be explored.96 Novelty is yet 
another critical news value: when the pilot culls were expanded the same 
stories returned year after year, leading the ongoing ‘YES!/NO!’ narrative 
of the story to get stale. There has been a series of further changes since 
2015, potentially contributing to an abatement in the public controversy. 
The culling policy has hardened, transforming from ‘pilots’ to a ‘rollout’, 
with licences planned even in areas with little or no bTB; while at the same 
time the ‘backstage’ of bTB policy and scientific research has diversified 
and depolarised a little, as explored in the previous chapter. In the latest 
turn of the long story of the RSPCA’s engagement with wildlife politics 
(see Chap. 5), the UK’s oldest animal welfare charity has recently pulled 
back from an assertive anti-cull campaign running from 2011. While the 
RSPCA is still opposed to culling, the charity has undergone both internal 
and external criticism that it had become too ‘political’, resulting in 
changes in leadership and campaigning around wildlife politics.97 However, 
the major factor contributing to the receding of media interest in badger/
bTB is most likely to be the appearance of another, much bigger polarised 
political controversy, which continues to dominate news agendas at the 
time of writing: Brexit.

On one level, the 2016 UK referendum decision of Britain to withdraw 
from the EU has little to do with badger/bTB: it is entirely plausible that 
the former displaced the latter in media agendas simply through the sheer 
volume of Brexit news. The causes and consequences of Brexit are still 
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being played out: it is already the subject of a plethora of academic and 
non-academic opinion and analysis. While central drivers of the Brexit 
debate (such as the politics of immigration) do not seem to map directly 
onto badger/bTB (although I note the significance of the badger as a 
British ‘native’ species), some shared factors drive both controversies. 
Most obviously, this can be seen in broader rural and environmental poli-
tics, and the rhetoric of ‘marginalised rurality’, ignored by urban elites and 
bureaucracies (whether located in London or Brussels). These have gath-
ered strength over the past twenty years, driven by a cluster of environ-
mental/agricultural problems including BSE, FMD, environmental 
reforms of the Common Agricultural Policy, fox hunting, supply chain 
dominance by retailers, regulation of pesticides, rural poverty and lack of 
infrastructure—and badger/bTB.98 The referendum outcome made visi-
ble wider urban–rural differences in Leave–Remain support, while a 
majority of farmers voted to Leave, despite the NFU supporting the 
Remain campaign and the potential devastation of their livelihood by the 
loss of EU subsidies.99 Key policy decisions were outcomes of tensions 
within political parties, particularly the attempts of moderniser David 
Cameron to maintain the support of right-wing Conservatives; but also 
tensions within Labour. Finally, both issues have become notoriously pola-
rised, creating deep social divisions over specific points of contention, 
which appear to symbolise a broader constellation of political differ-
ences—including crucially the social roles of science, knowledge and exper-
tise. At the time of writing, evidence is emerging suggesting that social 
media debates (about Brexit in Britain among others) have been subject to 
manipulation, creating public divisiveness and fostering mistrust in politi-
cal systems.100 To purely speculate: was the 2012–2014 badger/bTB 
media storm a rehearsal or prefiguring of the Brexit debate yet to come?

Having explored the parallel development of the ‘backstage’ and ‘front-
stage’ controversies over badger/bTB since the 1990s, several things are 
clear. In the earlier stages of the debate, explored in the first two parts of 
this book, the initially separate issues of badger protection and bTB have 
come together and moved apart several times, according to changes in the 
activities of animal advocates as well as shifts in bTB policy. Since the late 
1990s, and particularly since the return to badger culling policies since 
2010, the two issues have become increasingly tightly linked. While bad-
gers still draw media coverage by themselves, it is less so than in the past, 
while bTB is almost never discussed without mentioning badgers. Even 
though the ‘backstage’ of policymaking is far more visible to the  ‘frontstage’ 
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of the public sphere than ever before, in the case of badger/bTB, it seems 
that policy and public debates have become increasingly disconnected. 
During the 1970s, MAFF sought to head off public controversy by enroll-
ing as wide a range of interests as possible in bTB policy processes. This 
was implemented explicitly by the creation of the Badger Consultative 
Panel, which, even if it had limited power, created a forum where key 
actors could engage directly with each other; and implicitly via the involve-
ment of naturalists in MAFF’s research and wider publics in a long-term 
project measuring bTB in badgers found dead on the roads.101 From the 
inception of the RBCT, these and other features of MAFF’s previous pol-
icy approach were gradually abandoned, largely for reasons of cost, mean-
ing that structures for direct engagement have been eroded, particularly 
for ‘wildlife interests’. Increasingly the only forum available for all actors 
in badger/bTB to interact with each other has been via mass media: as we 
know from other cases of environmental controversy and policy forma-
tion, this removes opportunities for more subtle forms of negotiation and 
communication.102 This may also help to explain the increasingly tight 
focus of mass media on a highly dichotomised debate: to cull or not to 
cull, largely ignoring the complexities of how or when or the broader 
underlying causes of the problem. We have seen politicians on all sides 
benefiting from this process, as have campaigners claiming to speak on 
behalf of animals, environments and farmers. While much is still unclear 
about changing relationships between frontstage/backstage policymaking 
in the twenty-first century, policy scholars agree that imbalances or diver-
gences between the two can contribute to policy failure and political prob-
lems.103 We will examine the implications of this disjunct—and what could 
possibly be done to bring the public and private aspects of badger/bTB 
policy back together—in the final chapter.
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